
Yellow Teakwood Sandstone
Elephant Animal Sculpture Set
for Garden (2 pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01509
Price: ₹109,760.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Statues & Sculptures,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Animals & Birds
Statues
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden, garden
decor, Garden Stone Statue, home décor, Outdoor
Stone Statue, Statue for Home, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

This sandstone baby calf elephant is enough to put a smile on its viewer's face. A
fantastic well-carved elephant pair of 2 ft sculpture made from teakwood sandstone
is especially perfect for any outdoor garnishing. Material: Teakwood Sandstone
Dimension(HWL): 24 x 12 x 24 in
Height: 2 ft Position: StandingFew points about the adorable pair of elephants: 

It is standing on a flat platform, made from the carving of a single stone.
Artisanal elegance can be seen from the engraving over the surface of the gorgeous stone
sculpture.
When the trunk is directed in an upward direction, its symbolizes joy and delight, which
bring fortune and success to life.
Holding a garland in his trunk amplifies the ravishing.

  The affiliation of the elephant with Hindu belief:
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The elephant represents wisdom. So the holy creature is associated with Lord Ganesha,
who always bestows their devotees with knowledge and fortune.
The elephant also serves as the vehicle of Goddess Laxmi, that is why she was known as
Gaja Laxmi. Gaja means elephant.
The elephant is also the vehicle to Lord Indra, widely famous as "Airavat".

Essential tips to follow  while placing the magnificent statue: 

A set of elephant statues that has their trunk raised in the air should be placed in the main
entrance, in such a way, that they face outward of your home, which will be beneficial to
attract positivity and prosperity. Placed them on both sides of the door.
As elephants represent leadership, wisdom, and vigor, placing them at your, office,
workstation, and wear house, by facing it to the north will enhance professional growth,
power and success.
Give your fountain, swimming pool, or water body, an awe-inspiring panorama by placing
the duo.
It is a  perfect choice to bedeck your garden, landscaping, and lawn.
Planting it on the sidewalk of your park, zoo, or restaurant will be ritzy to the spectator.

Cleaning and maintaining tips for the outdoor stone sculpture : 

Clean it with running water, or you can use a damp cloth to wipe down the surface of the
statue on every alternative day to maintain the glaze.
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